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A peculiar interaction takes place nowadays between mathematics 
1n general and its remarkable offshoot that forms the ~opic of this 
conference, viz. highapeed computing. Of course, a good deal of inter
ference already exists between mathematics and ordinary computing but 
high speed comp,,1ting asks for new mathematical methods arid also makes 
it poss·tble to use already ex1stini.s rnethods that were declared obso
lete because they are impractical for ordinary calculations. High 
speed computing acts therefore on one side as a stiri1ulus to mathema
tics whereas on the other side the computer ~:".ay profit from the large 
reservoir of mathematical knowledge already in existence. . . . 

It 1a not my intention to discussfully all consequences of tn..e im
pact of highspeed computing on mathematics or vice vers.~ but I shall 
restrict myself to some special topics in this field mostly in_connec-

• 

tion with work that has been done at the ~Izthematical Centre at Am-
sterdam. 

First of all I should like to emphasif.e that mathematics .. is more 
than analysis and algebra and that in prinJiple other fields of mathe
matics might be of comparable use to computing. But, of course, the 
computer who does other work than sheer a:-·i thmetic and elementary: 
algebra is more likely to come into contacJt with analysis· than wit-h 
anything else. And already in t:1.-. application of analysis to computing 
many inter~sting points arise. Perhaps the most impor:tant too2. that 
analysis. pr,ovides the computer with 1s the calculus of fipite diffe
rences. At first sight this looks less highbro'tt-1 than the infinitesi
mal calculus, dealing with infinitely small differences but in reality 
it lies much deeper and forms actually a rather advanced topic in the 
theory of complex functions. The fact that it is so difficult 1s the 
reason that not very much is known in comparison to the situation i.n 
ordinary calculus. This provides an interesting source of uncertainty 
about our res,J.l ts. 

One of the most prominent applications of the calculus of finite 
differences to computing is the theory of numerical interpolation, 
integration, and so on. An interpolated or integrated value of a . 
function is I~presented as a linear combination of tabular entries, 
either directly in which case we speak of Lagrangean type formulas or 
in two steps in that first certain simple ~tnear combinations of the 
entries are formed, so called difI'erences of various orders., after 
which process the result is formed as a linear combination of one or 
two entries and a number of-differences of increasing orders. The 
coefficients by which these diff"erences have to· be multiplied tend .. 
to zero rather rapidly in general. As long as only a finite number 
of terms a.re used beth methods are equivalent apart perhaps from · 
rounding off.errors. The computer can only us-e, of course, a ftnite 
number of terms, and the question a.rises: ''How many terms?'' Tb1s- 1s 
a very interesting question with a lot of aspects. First of.all, it 

account if at the same time the ••.st:ep 1• i "'e. the increment •Of the, .· 
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restrictions ·the· error cornrnitte·d· ·by-··stopping·· a·fter n terrns in all 
these types of processes is equal to the product of three factors • 

. The.first factor is a rather irrelevant with increasing n decreasing 
function of the spot at which one interpolates and so on, the second 
is then-th power of the step and the third is the derivative of 
order n+a a being some constant of the manipulated function some
where in the interval determined by the arguments used in the process. 
From this observation one can prove the following general statements. 
The greater the step the more necessary,· dangerous and inefficient 
is the ·1.Jse cf higher differences. The smaller the step the more super
fluous, harmless and efficient is the use of higher differences. 

If smaller steps are used in integration~ say, obviously a large 
number of them have to be taken. in order to reach the aim. If high
speed computers are used., there are no direct objections against the 
use of very small intervals. This is a very nice situation. All 
remainderterms decrease . enormously in size .. Eit.he.r one can increase 
the accuracy consi~erably in this way or one can abstain rrom the use 
of differences of .high order. In the .laet case one ge~s instead of 
higher accuracy something else.of high value, viz. ease of program
ming. The tendency towards ease of programming may here and in similar 
cases easily go so far that .one only accepts the crudest methods that 
are only possible. In order to keep the accuracy constant one ha~ 
then to.decrease the step extremely. Not only does this decrease the 
efficiency of the high-speed computer but it.also may introduce errors 
of another type, vizo those due to rounding off. Moreover in cases 
where all entries have to be stored as e.g. in the solution of ellip
tic partial differential equat.ions.9 the required storage space may 
easily become prohibitive. . 
. · Both these remarks point our attention to another branch of mathe

matics, viz. to statistics. The study of the phenomena due ~o rounding 
off errors follows lines closely related to those followed in mathe
matical· statistics. It is of vital importance for modern computing 
ap~ here a direct stimulus to mathematics comes from computing. This 
studj .is moreover.rather interesting from a mathematical point of 
view ~lso. Here again apparently simple problems need already power
full tools of analysis and more than that, one fruitfully introduces 

• 

geometrical and numbertheoretical concepts. The first results of 
gene-ral character reveal unexpected and peculiar phenomena. 

Tne second difficulty mentioned, viz. that of the ·storage of .many 
• 

functionvalues in the solution of partial differential equations is, 
at least in principle, overcome in a remarkable way by the introduc
tion of the diffusion analogy analysed years ago by Courant, together 
with the application ·or the Monte Carlo method. Here the close 
rooperation with the statistician is evident 9-nd- the theory of the 
random walk is rapidly extending due to the stimulus of computing. 

Another interesting point arises in connection ·with the Monte Carlo 
method connecting computing with the theory of numbers, viz. the 
generation of random digits and random numbers. Of course, one can 
make those by .means of ·special electronic devices, the electronic 
coinsJ but it is much more interesting and also more practical with 
respect of the reproducibility of the gambling process to generate 
them by computing. The question arises then how to generate very long 
sequences of numbe:r:s or digits.,. r1very long 1' meaning with a very long 
period of repetition of the same pattern. Moreover the numbers or 
digits must pass succesfully statistical tests for randomness. Several 
schemes of construction have been devised~ the first failing complete-. 
ly. A proper ~ethoo .has been indicated by Lehmerj who derines the 
sequence by the congruence Un = a un_ 1 mod N , O ::;_Un< N. Each number 
is completely determined by.its predecessor, and as there only N num-. 
bers different modulo N, the sequence is periodic and its period is . 
less than N. If one chooses a arbitrarily with respect to N, the 
period may be only a small fraction o.f N but.corresponding to a.given 
N there exists a maximum period and a can be chosen in several ways 
so that one obtains that maximum period irrespective of the value u 0 •. · 
Tq.is is a pure numbertheoretical proplem. I suggested some time ago 
the use of recurrent sequences of second or higher order. Indeed,· ir · .· .· 
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1s less than Nk has a ;good chance to b1c:: considerably larger than a 
number that 1s less than N. The form;ation is moreover extremely 
simple, the simplest example being the B.,'ibonacc 1 sequence 

matter in considerable detail. Extensive studies have since been made 
by several. researchwo·rkers at the Mathematical Centre and I .think it 
a good example of real contact between mathematics and computing. The 
computer here yields the stimulus and some provisory theorems ffitJSt 
l 1ke ly to be true as a first, working bas is. The pure mathematicians 
have not only provided the correct, proofs but they have done much . 
more; they added a new chapter to pure mathematics at the same time 
of practical value to the computer. Moreover, each new practical 
application of number theory is of interest as such, as there are 
s·t11 l ·people wl10 think that r1umbertheory is impractical. 

At this moment 1t is perhaps worth while to ask whether high speed 
computing ca,n be of a11y· value to pure matherrta tics, because number 
theory is tr1en one o1" t11e mtJSt lil{el;1· C,:1.ndidates to profit. There 
lies certainly a~ field ct::1en here. For instarJ.ce, the search for 
particular number·~s can be exterii 1:ied to a sotnewhat higher level what 
can, as usually, help to suggest conjectures that may be proved or 
disproved but usually remain open. For instance, the search for new 
Mersenne prime numbers has been a welcome pray for the fast comptlters 
and the computations performed on the SWAC have yielded interesting 
results. It would be of real theoretical interest, for exarr1ple:, to 
go a step further than could be handled b the SWAC in its present 
state, and to investigate the number -1+2 191, for if this proved to 
be prime then a large amount. of theoretical work should be justified 
in order to prove or to disprove the conjecture: If m2 ... 2m•, -1 is a 

conjecture would for instance imply a constructive proof of the 
existence of a prime-generating function. 

Another helping hand can of course be lent by tabulating functions. 
There are people that do not appreciate that tablemaking, and therefore 
I ehall specify somewhat by taking a specific example. Quite recently 
I developed a rather general transformation that enables to compute 
functions from their heav,ily di verging asymptotic expansions. This 
rri0thod is in itself not directly meant for highspeed comp·uters but it 
has the peculiarity that for application one needs extensive tables 
of "very peculiar :t~unctions that have not t,J do with the special 
function that one wishes to compute, of course . The cornputation of 
these tables is an enormous task, and here the highspeed computer can 
render welcome help. 

Quite apart from any applications of the computers, only their con
struction yields pr,:,blems in many fields of mathematics. It is well 
kno~,n that tl1e design of circuitry is up to a high degree aquivalent to 
prc:,blet':"lS in formal lc:,gic. Boolean al2iebra or Aiken algebra form now
adays tools of tr1e ce)mputer·)engineer. In ~;eneral also all questions with 
respect to binary representation of digits or numbers suggest problems. 

solut1.or1 is not known. 1 t may be regardec.1 as a p~oblem in combinatorial· 

solid hyi:,erspheres of aiameter d2 can be attached with their centres 

related to a wellknown subject in modern geometry, viz .. that of the 
closest packing of spheres. 

as 
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in the outside, whereas for n < 4 they do not exist. -
A. third probl~rn._ ... ar:1re·s from a· question of Aiken. If the decimal 

system is.t6. ~~ :used for a comput~r, and·k·~~~allel lines of binary 
digit.s .~r~ put.l:~v~ilable to represent qecima1··digits., -;-then k is 
obyi¢us.ly _ at l~.as_t equal -to 4·0 Is it possible·. to derive a coding 
sd·heme >·.-if_ --~e.ces~ary -au· tbe ·cost ·-o'·f a· greater :value of. k, such that 
~he sum dig.it ~pd ::Q~:l?-ry digit in: ·the addition o:r multiplication of -
two d~ci1nal __ : -~:--di,g.t_ts ;c·an- be obtainedJ; :·say, by. simple permutations 
or more .general. by circu·its; o:f given simplicity. Dupa.r.c has analysed 
thts and _similar ·problems suc_ces·fully,· but his proofs ·requir~---·c··oncepts 
·of_· groupt.heory.... -:. · · · :- . _.i ·· 
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Van der P.ol has dealt· recently with problems related to the suni of 
- ' . -

·t_he digits __ in_-. any. _scale of the integral part o:f functiions of x. The 
first J.:esul ts al.ready are of a certain interest to computing· and 
pe~ha_p;3 an. :Lnteres ting field is opened here. In general one m.ight say 
that mathematics ~s quite well armed to answer:. suqcest;ully the peculia~ 
ques~ions·arising :in highspeed comptiti:ng. Of .course., there are certain~ 
ly field_s in which __ a lot shall have to be dorie, e.g .. iri the theory of 
repetitive processes. ..- . ·,: , 
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